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ikat quilt
Inspired by the vibrant Ikat prints
found all over India, this modern quilt
design mimics this dynamic dyeing
method with a soft color gradation
created in Tula’s rich Eden fabric line.
Throw 72" x 75".
Kit #TPQ05 $119.99

jewel of burma quilt

crafty
cushions

Square quilt blocks with simple diagonal piecing create dynamic
facets, inspired by the Burmese Emerald from the foothills of the
Himalayas. Rich colors and values from Tula Pink’s Eden fabric
collection round out this kit, a stunning quilt for quilters of all
levels. Throw 52" x 52".
Kit #TPQ04 $79.99

Sunrise Pillow

Featuring a round of perfect
triangles and made in fabrics from
Tula Pink’s Moonshine collection
for FreeSpirit, this sunny pillow
project is a great pick for sewers
and quilters with some patchwork
piecing experience. 20" round.
Kit #TPK03 $39.99

Compass Pillow

With just a touch of nautical
flavor, this pillow pattern oﬀers
a great way to get started
with more intricate patchwork
piecing patterns. 20" round.
Kit #TPK02 $49.99

tokari
bunai
quilt
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This stylish bag has many fun features that make it
unique, such as zippered flap, hardware on the body of
the bag, and contrasting piping. 10" x 5" x 2½".
Kit #SNK15072 $69.99

B. Adorable Tote

This striking table runner borrows its design from a
palace floor tile and features fabrics from Tula Pink’s
Elizabeth collection for FreeSpirit. 13" x 8½" x XX".
Kit #SNK15071 $79.99

C. Pretty Purse

Featuring a large-scale print and leather straps, this bag
is the perfect balance of pretty function. 13" x 9" x 5½".
Kit #SNK15073 $99.99

Tokari Bunai Quilt

Hindi for “basket weave,” Tokari Bunai combines Tula
Pink’s sumptuous colors and patterns from her Eden line,
a simple quilt block pattern set on point, and a dynamic
color gradation for maximum impact. Twin 71" x 85".
Kit #TPQ01 $109.99

spice market quilt
Create a patchwork quilt inspired by
the rich sights and colors of an Indian
spice market. Featuring Tula’s signature
fabrics from her Eden line, this stunning
modern quilt features a soft rainbow
gradation through artful color and
pattern pairings, created with squares
set on point and appliqued circles for
interest and dimension. Throw 68" x 68".
Kit #1000523 $199.99

Tiger Eye Quilt

Stitch a stunning block quilt
inspired by India’s prized Tiger’s
Eye gemstone. Large-scale
diagonal pieced quilt blocks
create an overall design that
mimics the dynamic lines of a
precious cut stone. Full 80" x 80".
Kit #TPQ02 $129.99

Palace Floor Table Runner
This striking quilted table runner
pattern borrows its design from a
palace floor tile and features fabrics
from Tula Pink’s Elizabeth collection
for FreeSpirit. 12¾" x 38".
Kit #TPQ02 $29.99

himalayas quilt
Simple diagonal-pieced quilt blocks
align to create a majestic mountain
vista inspired by a view of the
Himalayas. Featuring prints from
Tula Pink’s Eden fabric line, this
block quilt design is an experiment
in subtle gradation, tone, and
pattern, taking standard chevrons
to the next level. Twin 78" x 80".
Kit #TPQ03 $199.99

